SPADA: Online learning between universities of PGRI Indonesia
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Abstract. The blended learning model is a learning that uses online facilities combined with face-to-face learning (synchronous learning-asynchronous learning). The purpose of this research is to develop online learning that can be used by two PGRI universities in Indonesia as an online learning media. This research applies research and development method 4D Thiagarajan (Define, Design, Develop, and Disseminate). Data analysis technique used is descriptive qualitative data analysis. The result of this study is an online learning system that can be used by Universitas Kanjuruhan Malang and Universitas PGRI Madiun in Basic Physics course. This system uses the MOODLE (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment), therefore it has the advantage that it is easy to use by all lecturers.

1 Introduction

Today’s online learning helps the teacher in developing the quality of learning. The Online Learning System (SPADA) is one of the applications of educational technology, especially blended learning as a vehicle for credit transfer to solve one of the challenges of higher education in Indonesia, which is to improve access to higher quality education [1].

Blended learning model is a learning that uses online facilities combined with face to face learning (face to face) [2]. The blended learning paradigm has been widely practiced in universities [3]. Blended Learning has been proven to increase student interest in learning [4], the quality of learning [5] [6], and can be utilized with e learning [7]. Blended learning can also be used as a learning evaluation tool [8]. However, the utilization of blended learning for learning which has been conducted by two universities in Indonesia is still not maximized.

This study aims to develop a learning tool that can be done by two universities through SPADA. Students from a certain college may attend an online course offered by another college. The value obtained through blended learning with other universities (credit learning) can be transferred (credit transfer) with the same value in the college where the student is enrolled [1].

2 Methods

The application development procedure is adapted from the 4D model (Define, Design, Develop, and Disseminate) [9]. The steps are arranged as in Figure 1.
Fig. 1. Research Procedure.

In the early stages of the development, the Credit Transfer-Online Course is more directed to the arrangement of the guidelines for Credit Transfer-Online Course, content development or e-course material at the administrator university, course content evaluation, standardization/alignment of Learning Management System (LMS) and Academic Information System (SIAKAD) at the administrator university.

The process of conducting the lecture is done by two PGRI universities, namely Universitas Kanjuruhan Malang (Unikama) and Universitas PGRI Madiun (Unipma) that have signed an MoU. The reason of choosing Unipma as the partner of online learning of credit transfer is because Unikama and Unipma both have Physics Education Study Program. Basic Physics courses submitted for online lectures have the same credit of 3 credits and located in the same semester.

Learning Management System (LMS) that is utilized uses MOODLE applications. The LMS application can be viewed on http://spada.unikama.ac.id/. The creating process is presented in Figure 2.
Implementation phase of Credit Transfer- Online Course in Basic Physics course with Unikama-Unipama begins on September 18th 2017 until January 5th 2018. Based on Unikma-Unipma Physics Education curriculum in Odd Semester of Academic Year 2017/2018, Basic Physics Course has the total number of students about 34 students. It consists of 22 Unikama students and 12 Unipma students.

3 Results and Discussion

The implementation of Basic Physics online lecture is conducted by Unikama and Unipma students. The steps of Basic Physics lecturing activities can be seen in Figure 3.

In this Credit Transfer-Online lecturing program, the registration of online participants will be collectively done through Unipma with Unikama. The entire process of Credit Transfer-Online lecturing will be recorded in the academic administration and academic system, starting from the registration of lecturers’ subjects, course enrollment, offered subjects, registration of online participants, evaluation of learning outcomes and evaluation of learning process outcomes.

Fig. 2. Development Procedure of Learning Management System (LMS) of Unikama.
During the lecturing process, lecturers and tutors will always guide and monitor so that participants achieve competence in accordance with the achievement of learning. The role of tutors in blended learning is urgently needed [10]. Tutors and supervisors strongly support and enhance the learning process [11]. The lectures were organized during 16 meetings. They are 12 online lecture meetings and 4 face-to-face meetings. At the end of the lecture, the participants will get a certificate as a sign of the online lecture participation from Unikama and the certificate consists of the numerical value given by the lecturer of the online course administrator. For the purposes of credit equalization, Unipma students must submit the certificate to the Physics Education study program of Unipma. LMS page views can be seen in Figure 4.

**Fig. 3.** Lecturing Process.
The learning process uses a synchronous - asynchronous learning model [1] [12]. Synchronous learning consists of direct or face-to-face synchronous and virtual synchronous. Implementation of the learning system can be seen on the page http://spada.unikama.ac.id while the implementation of virtual synchronous can be seen on page http://secure.live-school.net. An example of Unicama-Unipma's virtual synchronous can be seen in Figure 5.

Virtual synchronous learning using video conference is considered excellent for creating a fun learning virtual environment [13]. Synchronous learning using multimedia technology such as video conference, web conference, and virtual world has been widely used [14]. Implementation of the use of this learning affects the academic performance and learning outcome [15].

4 Conclusion

The implementation process involving 2 universities under PGRI was just performed for the first time, so there were some constraints during the implementation process. These constraints include the students who were still confused with this particular lecture model, LMS Unikama previously unsynchronized with LMS DIKTI, so Unikama develop a new LMS which is appropriate with DIKTI, and weak internet network when synchronous virtual was done in the implementation of online learning. In addition to some of these weaknesses, there are also some advantages in the implementation of SPADA learning, such as lecturers and students can learn anytime and sharpen the ability of students independently.
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